
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

  

 

WHAT IS THE ACOUSTIC BOX? 

Our boxes have a unique state-of-the art design which 

requires less than 5 minutes to assemble and without any 

special tools 

The boxes come in 4 sizes and 6 different colours. Custom 

sizes & colours are also available on request 

EASY TO ASSEMBLE 

Assembly takes on average 5 minutes - NO NUTS & BOLTS, 

NO screws or special tools required... NOT EVEN ONE!  

There are only 3 different parts which simply click together 

in just a few minutes 

The boxes can be assembled by one person with no building 

experience with illustrated installation instructions with 

every order 

SUPERIOR DESIGN 

Industrially engineered to provide enhanced sturdiness yet 

lighter than other models on the market  

Design provides more internal space and easy access 

Made from thick (0.9 mm) galvanised steel 

Ventilation gaps allow for air circulation without any water 

leaks or compromising noise abatement 

Finished with quality thick powder coating  

SOUNDPROOF COMPLIANCE 

The Acoustic Box is lined with high quality thick sound 

proofing foam. This generally translates into a reduction of 

70-80% in noise levels!  

The reduction is certified by an Acoustic Engineer report 

which is readily available 

The Acoustic Box is a soundproof box, specifically for 

enclosing swimming pool equipment. 



 

 

 

 

 

COLOURS  
The Acoustic Box comes in 6 different standard colours: 

 

SIZES 
Standard size dimensions: 

Slim (XY-SL) 

Internal Dimensions: 1595W X 1100H X 605D 

External Dimensions: 1660W X 1145H X 660D 
This model is designed primarily for use on the side of the house or in narrow 

spaces. It weighs approximately 60 kg in total and is designed to fit one filter, 

motor / pump, chlorinator and a solar heater. 

Small (XY-S) 

Internal Dimensions: 1045W X 1100H X 1045D 

External Dimensions: 1110W X 1145H X 1100D 
This model weighs approximately 55 kg in total and is designed to fit one large 

filter, motor / pump and chlorinator. 

Medium (XY-M) 

Internal Dimensions: 1595W X 1100H X 1045D 

External Dimensions: 1660W X 1145H X 1100D 
This model weighs approximately 65 kg and is designed to fit one 

large filter, motor / pump and chlorinator plus a solar heating pump. 

Large (XY- L) 

Internal Dimensions: 2155W X 1100H X 1045D 

External Dimensions: 2218W X 1145H X 1100D 
This model weighs approximately 98 kg and is designed to fit a large filter and up 

to four pumps, solar heating, blower etc. 

We also offer custom cut footing for all models. The footing is made from H3 

treated timber and is cut to exact dimensions. The footings come with strap nails 

and are ready to assemble 
In addition to our standard design, we also offer: 

 Backless boxes for all sizes 

 Boxes with side access 

 Custom tailored solutions 

In most cases there are no additional charges and we also have readily available 

stock in all colours. 

 

Dolomite Grey 


